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He knew the quick response that youth, if it is youth, makes
to a challenge; he had seen it himself when he faced Nationalist
students to plead for the Republic, and he recognized how the
appeal to patriotism, to idealism, to oppose "Stresemannism"
in the name of the new Germany, could hardly fail to find answer,
however fundamentally base the appellants were. Revolutionism
he understood; for the young who were not revolutionary he had
no sympathy. But he could not understand a unanimity of choice
for forms of extremism which seemed to him based on a crude
naturalism, on a negation of the spirit of youth which is the spirit
of liberty and of all that youth, and particularly academic youth,
stood for; an extremism that was un-German, drawing its in-
spiration from Moscow and from Rome and from even more
dubious foreign resorts; an extremism that was hostile to intelli-
gence and the antithesis of culture. If, out of the bewildering
choice offered it of German parties, youth was preferring what
was least German, there must be something far more fundamen-
tally wrong with the system regnant than even he had dreamed.
Dreamer as he was and so not without the capacity for self-
delusion, his own German patriotism was founded on sentiment,
but on a sentiment tried by experience, clarified by reflection
and refounded on history. The new passion for the exotic and
the barbarous he could not understand and nowhere was it less
comprehensible to him than in the political sphere. The thought
that the generous youth of Germany, heirs of the Reformation,
the Tugendbund, and the Frankfurt Parliament, was vociferously
demanding not a regime, where freedom was based on the willing-
ness to serve of an aristocracy of thought, but systems which were
the apotheosis of the mediocre and the consecration of political
and intellectual slavery seemed to his sick brain like a temptation
from hell. Yet the evidence was plain, it was even overwhelming,
that to such systems youth was inclining, that to their selfish
and ambitious prophets youth was more and more listening, and
yet all his own experience told him that, though asking slavery,
youth was really seeking to aspire to liberty. How could it make
so fatal an error? How could the paradox be explained?
And as he lay wrestling with his thoughts and fears, now on

